Article Draft #1

Use this as a template for your article draft#1 THAT YOU TURN IN.

- **Headline:** (Written by: ________________)

- **Introduction/Mini-Story:** (Written by: ________________)

- **Subhead #1:** ________________________________ (Written by: ________________)

[Blank lines for additional content]
• **Answer to Research Guide Question #1:** (Written by: ______________)

• **Subhead #2:** __________________________________________ (Written by: __________)

**Sentence Starters:**
- ____________ is...
- In order for a building to incorporate ________...
- ____________ is engineered/ made by...

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
• **Answer to Research Guide Question #2:** (Written by: __________________)

• **Subhead #3:** ____________________________ (Written by: ____________)

**Sentence Starters:**
- _______ is sustainable and efficient for a few reasons...
- _______ is sustainable because...
- _______ is efficient because...
- Having a building with _____ can save...because...
• **Answer to Research Guide Question #3:** (Written by: ___________________)

• **Subhead #4:** __________________________________________ (Written by: ______________)

**Sentence Starters:**

- Some advantages of _____ are...
- Some disadvantages of _____ are...
- The pros of ____ are...
- The cons of ____ are...

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
• **Answer to Research Guide Question #4**: (Written by: ________________)

• **Subhead #5**: __________________________________________________________ (Written by: ________________)

**Sentence Starters:**

• _____ could improve modern cities by...
• Urban ecosystems of the future could benefit from _____ by...
• Conclusion: (Written by: ______________)

• Subhead #6: ___________________________________ (Written by: __________)

• Pull Quote: DO NOT WRITE YOUR PULL QUOTE UNTIL AFTER THE FIRST PEER EDIT.

• Quote: (Written by: ______________)

• Statistic OR “Fun Fact”: (Written by: ______________)